Bishop House Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

APRU: Spreading Punjabi Culture
Play games, answer trivia questions, and learn about Punjabi cultural traditions from club members. Association of Punjabi Students at Rutgers University CABH-356

Are You a Smart Cookie? Rutgers’ own Girl Scouts student organization tests your trivia knowledge about Rutgers, the U.S., the world, and the Girl Scouts. Troop RU CABH-106

Beating Hearts 4 Healing Hearts
Make toys and jewelry for refugees and children in local hospitals. Palestine Children’s Relief Fund CABH-381

Bra Pong for Breast Cancer Awareness
Bounce over and support sorority members in the fight against breast cancer. alpha Kappa Delta Phi CABH-361

Brain Blast

Car Club Chaos
Stoner Parking Lot
Meet the officers and enjoy a car show while members tear down a complete engine from top to bottom! Rutgers University Car Club CABH-100

Ceramic Tile Painting
Paint Iznik pottery tiles, sample baklava and other Turkish delights, and learn more about the Turkish culture. Turkish Student Association CABH-69

Check Your Privilege
Spin wheels to simulate the global distribution of wealth and opportunity. Learn about steps that can be taken to eradicate extreme poverty. ONE at Rutgers CABH-497

Crafts and Culture with the Asian American Cultural Center
Join us for crafts and games, and meet the famous paper cutter Master Cheng. Asian American Cultural Center CABH-141

Cultural Center Collaborative
Family Zone
Come together at this cross-cultural festival of fun: bubble making, face painting, paper cutting, bead making, and more. The Cultural Center Collaborative: Paul Robeson Cultural Center, Center for Latino Arts and Culture, Asian American Cultural Center, Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CABH-109

Daily Targum Briefing Booth
Your campus news: for students, by students. Stop by our table to chat with the students who run the country’s second-oldest collegiate newspaper, and find out how to get involved! The Daily Targum CABH-464

Darts Against Domestic Violence
Take aim! Pop a balloon to reveal little-known facts about domestic violence. Info and resources, too. Rutgers Union Estudiantil Puertorriqueña CABH-496

Escape from Pompeii
Hurry! Find your way out of the maze before Mount Vesuvius erupts—in bubbles. Classics Club CABH-160

Germ Factory
Make your own germs using play dough, and learn about safe handwashing techniques. New Jersey Public Health Association CABH-125

GlobeMed
Spin the wheel to answer trivia questions about global public health. GlobeMed CABH-317

HARU Kpop Dance Cover Club
Saranghae! Share the love with Rutgers’ biggest fans of Korea’s kpop culture. HARU Rutgers Kpop Dance Cover Club CABH-360

Healthy Kids of New Brunswick
Show your food and fitness smarts while learning how this student group promotes healthy lifestyles among local kids and families. Healthy Kids of New Brunswick CABH-362

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).

Where to Eat

Brower Commons Dining Hall serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

College Avenue Student Center features a food court with a large selection of popular eateries.

The Yard featuring honeygrow, Starbucks, Krispy Pizza, Jersey Mike’s, Surf Taco, RU Hungry, Bella’s Burger Shack, and At Your Doorstep Convenience.

How Good Is Your Elevator Pitch? Wow or ow? Try out your elevator pitch on public relations students; earn a prize commensurate with its quality. Public Relations Student Society of America CABH-264

How Well Do You Know New Brunswick? Test your knowledge of Rutgers’ hometown and find out about the many university and community organizations that serve our city. Youth Empowerment Club CABH-590

Hygiene for Humanity Help students put together dental hygiene kits for donation to impoverished kids and families. Join the fight against tooth decay, a chronic childhood disease with global impact. United Muslim Relief CABH-403

Kodenkan Jujitsu Open mat! Learn self-defense basics, watch club members perform, and chat with our black belts about jujitsu—or anything! All ages welcome. Kodenkan Jujitsu CABH-118

Learn Irish Step Dancing Put your best foot forward! Club members perform and teach visitors the basics of Irish dance. Rutgers University Irish Dance CABH-124
Meet TRIM Magazine Meet with the staff of Rutgers’ student-run lifestyle, culture, and fashion publication. TRIM Magazine CABH-552

National Society of Collegiate Scholars Meet the high achievers of a student honor society that recognizes scholarship, leadership, and service. National Society of Collegiate Scholars CABH-258

Naval ROTC Rutgers/Princeton Learn about the NROTC unit representing midshipmen from Rutgers and Princeton. Naval ROTC CABH-393


Project Sunshine Fun Station Oh joy! Face painting, poster making, bean bag tossing, and all kinds of other things that make kids happy. Project Sunshine CABH-149

Queer Student Alliance Presents: Identities! Have fun while learning about different identities and ways to foster a more accepting and informed community. Queer Student Alliance CABH-418

RU.HERE Meet students who are creating a supportive network for those in recovery from addiction and alcoholism. RU.HERE CABH-410

Rutgers Air Force ROTC Learn more about Rutgers’ official Reserve Officer Training Corp (ROTC) for the United States Air Force. Air Force ROTC CABH-46

Rutgers and Renewable Energy See some eye-opening evidence on the growth of the solar industry and discuss the potential for a 100% renewable Rutgers. NJPIRG Student Chapters CABH-505

Rutgers Army ROTC Win cool swag and see how our grueling training program prepares cadets to become exceptional officers in the United States Army. Army ROTC CABH-107

Rutgers Circle K: Live to Serve, Love to Serve Brighten someone’s day! Create a bracelet, handmade card, or fabric toy to be donated to local children’s hospitals or animal shelters. Circle K International CABH-276

Rutgers EOF: A Path to Reach Your Potential How much do you know about the history, services, and promising scholars of our EOF program? Here’s your chance to find out. Educational Opportunity Program Student Association CABH-286

Rutgers Republicans for Wounded Warrior Project Support the Wounded Warrior Project as club members give away American flags, stickers, buttons, and posters. Rutgers Republicans CABH-271

Rutgers Veg Society Learn more about veganism and pick up a vegetarian starter kit. Rutgers Veg Society CABH-36

Soka Nichiren Buddhists Club See how club members unlock hidden potential and achieve creative harmony through Buddhist philosophy and practice. Soka Nichiren Buddhist Club CABH-339

Supporting LGBTQA Communities Make human-sized bubbles and learn about Rutgers programs for LGBTQA students. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CABH-605

Tattoos, Caricatures, and the Wheel of FIMRC Spin the wheel to win a prize! Club members are also applying water tattoos and drawing caricatures. Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children CABH-232

Temporary Tattoo Station Show off your spirit with a colorful (albeit temporary) tattoo, and learn more about this student group. Rutgers Bioethics Society CABH-30

The 2017 Election and You Pin the tail on the donkey and learn how you can get involved with the 2017 New Jersey gubernatorial election. Fun prizes! Rutgers University Democrats CABH-383

The Crossroads of Art and Medicine Join club members in arts and crafts projects that demonstrate the benefits of art therapy in human health and happiness. Rutgers Art in Medicine Society CABH-395

The Importance of Sight No peeking! These card games and touching exercises will really open your eyes. Envision: Rutgers CABH-521

The Medium Discover this satirical student-run newspaper whose mission is to promote free speech. The Medium CABH-83

Virtual Reality Demo Try a fun, new virtual reality technology. Gamma Nu Eta CABH-466

Virtual Reality: Through the Looking Glass Put on simple virtual reality headsets to experience your own adventures in wonderland. Information Technology and Informatics Council CABH-192

Walk Home with SafeHalo No ride? No problem! Walk home safely with student volunteers offering stigma-free, judgment-free—and literally free!—nighttime escorts. SafeHalo CABH-539

Water for the World Presented by RU GenUN Quench your thirst while learning about water as a humanitarian issue. Carnival games and prizes, too! RU GenUN CABH-482

Windsock Workshop Create one of these bright, colorful decorations to fly outside your home this summer, while learning about other Israeli cultural traditions. Hebrew Club CABH-490

Women in ITI Learn about a group that empowers women in technology through skill building, networking, and mentorship. Games and candy, too! Women in Information Technology and Informatics (WITI) CABH-250

WRSU: Live from Rutgers Day Hear local bands rock out all day long on the Scarlet Stage as Rutgers’ student radio station hosts its annual Rutgers Day broadcast. 88.7 WRSU-FM CABH-306

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
School of Arts and Sciences: Tent of Big Ideas
The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school at the tents in two locations: Voorhees Mall on the College Avenue Campus and the Engineering Quad on Busch Campus. Don’t miss our short, thought-provoking presentations from distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences.

- Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach: Exploding Stars and the Accelerating Universe
- When Good Policies Go Bad: Criminal Records and Racial Discrimination
- Rethinking Nuclear Power in New Jersey after the Fukushima Disaster
- Singing Sedition: How to Reconstruct a 17th-Century Protest Song

Old Queens Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

New Jersey’s Geological Time Machine 
Geology Hall
Travel through the natural history of our state: dinosaurs, mastodons, minerals—even a mummy!—are on the itinerary. Stop at hands-on activity stations as you explore the museum. Geology Museum CAOQ-122

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Winants Hall
Meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CAOQ-33

Old Queens Area
Programs listed by start time

1 p.m.
Interfaith Memorial Chapel Service
Kirkpatrick Chapel
Be inspired by the rich traditions of song and prayer at Rutgers in a vibrant service of thanksgiving, celebration, and remembrance. Rutgers University Alumni Association CAOQ-35

Student Center Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Celebration of Science for Kids
Kids! Make DNA and other fun stuff with hands-on lab experiments. Child Health Institute of New Jersey, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-319

Create a Healthier You
Learn about better health through infection prevention, healthy eating, good dental hygiene, and more. Eric B. Chandler Health Center CASCA-217

Fiesta Latina
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Join us for face painting and other arts and crafts activities that engage the entire family. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-505

Genetics and Family Health History
Learn about the impact of genetics on health and the importance of examining your family health history. Perinatal Genetics, Division of Clinical Genetics, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-132

Hands-On Heart Surgery
Try your hand at open heart surgery under the guidance of the Rutgers Cardiac Surgery Team, using demonstration models. Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-478

Keep Your Skeleton Rocking
Don’t let osteoporosis come knocking! Talk with experts about building strong bones in all stages of life. Rutgers Osteoporosis Center, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-237

Lambda Dunk Tank
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Splash attack! One good throw and the brothers are all wet. Lambda Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, Incorporated CASCA-384

Latinidades: Works by Student Artists
See an exhibition by student artists exploring the meaning of Latino identities through works on paper and other media. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-502

Poppin’ for Health with Rutgers/Robert Wood Johnson Pediatrics
Learn fun ways to stay active with music, dance, and hula hoops. Snag a healthy snack—popcorn. Department of Pediatrics, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-506

Prosthetics and Orthotics: A Look to the Future
Try out innovative artificial limbs and other rehabilitative devices. Talk with experts about how modern prosthetics and orthotics transform lives. Department of Rehabilitation Medicine, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-180

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Community Zones
Explore displays on each campus hosted by local community organizations. Activities include dance demonstrations, voter registration, games, and crafts.

Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Learn more about Robert Wood Johnson Medical School. Department of Communications and Public Affairs, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-23

Señorita Photo Booth
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Say cheese! Ham it up with a prop-filled photo op. Sigma Lambda Upsilon/Señoritas Latinas Unidas CASCA-388

South Asian Total Health Initiative
Learn about this group’s multi-pronged efforts to empower the South Asian community and promote health and wellness. Department of Pediatrics/Division of Allergy, Immunology, and Infectious Disease, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-385

Today’s Treatments, Tomorrow’s Cures
Learn how we’re outsmarting cancer with science by transforming cutting-edge research into advanced treatment programs. Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey CASCA-131

Wishing Tree
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
It’s a tradition in many cultures: make a wish and hang it on the tree. Omega Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated CASCA-408

Student Center Area
Programs listed by start time

10:30 a.m.
Rutgers Day and Alumni Weekend Parade
Celebrate with Rutgers alumni, cheerleaders, and the Scarlet Knight as they make their way down College Avenue. The parade would not be complete without the Rutgers Marching Band, which performs on Hamilton Street at the conclusion of the parade. Rutgers University Alumni Association and Office of Community Affairs CASCA-34

1 p.m. – 2 p.m.
America Converges Here: Rutgers 250 Mural Dedication
Deiner Park
Join us in Deiner Park for the dedication of the mural Convergence Point, celebrating Rutgers’ 250-year partnership with the New Brunswick community. Light refreshments will be served; the first 250 guests receive a commemorative gift. Major Events and Programs, Division of Student Affairs CASCA-405

1 p.m. – 4 p.m.
“Heaven, Hell, or Hoboken!?: New Jersey in the Great War
Alexander Library, Special Collections and University Archives
View our World War I centennial exhibit and speak with its curator about New Jersey’s role in the conflict. Special Collections and University Archives, Rutgers University Libraries CASCA-157

3 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Jimmy V Court Dedication Ceremony
College Avenue Gym
Join Athletic Director Pat Hobbs, Rutgers All-American Bob Lloyd RC’67, other members of the 1967 NIT Team, and current Rutgers Men’s Basketball student-athletes in dedicating the Jimmy V Court in the College Avenue Gym. There is an opportunity to meet and greet Men’s Basketball team members prior to the dedication ceremony. R Fund, Rutgers University Foundation/Rutgers Athletics CASCA-326

Voorhees Mall Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

All the World’s a Stage
Enjoy an interactive performance by the talented artists of Rutgers’ own theater conservatory. Department of Theater CAVM3-323

Around the World in 80 Seconds
Win a prize while testing your geography skills. How many countries can you find in 80 seconds? Center for Global Programs and Relations CAVM2-435

Art Detective Scavenger Hunt
Zimmerli Art Museum
Follow the clues hiding in works of art at the Zimmerli to win a prize. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-390

Art Explorations
Zimmerli Art Museum
Our art stations are open throughout the day! Enjoy art-making and other hands-on activities. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-399

Be Your Own Masterpiece
Beguile with a smile as Leonardo’s Mona Lisa. Exorcise your angst through Munch’s The Scream. Channel your inner stoic through Grant Wood’s American Gothic. Immortalize yourself in great works of art and take home a souvenir photo, to boot. Department of Art History CAVM1-79

Bloustein School: Celebrating 25 Years
See how the school connects urban planning, public policy, and public health at an interactive table. Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy CAVM3-90

Brain Tease: Learning about Learning
Tavern puzzles, trivia games, concept maps, and other brain teasers to get you thinking—and learning. Fun for all ages. Learning Centers CAVM1-330

Child Research Labs at Rutgers—Newark
Kids are invited to become a junior scientist and be a part of science through hands-on activities. Learn about how your child explores and discovers the world around them. Child Research Labs, Psychology Department, Rutgers—Newark CAVM1-209

Collaborative Center for Community-Based Research and Service
Meet our students, snag some swag, and enjoy children’s activities and a photo op spot. Collaborative Center for Community-Based Research and Service CAVM3-438

Commemorating New Jersey and the Great War
Calling all doughboys and doughgirls! Create your own souvenir dog tag with our 3D printer and learn about the centennial of World War I, including a commemorative exhibit at Rutgers’ Special Collections and University Archives. Rutgers University Libraries, New Brunswick CAVM1-349

Constitution Day in Political Science
Celebrate our liberties with face painting, balloon animals, and readings of the U.S.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Constitution and other patriotic documents and speeches. Department of Political Science CAVM1-219

Construction Play Center 6
Learn engineering, mathematics, collaboration, and creativity while engaging in play. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-561

Continuing Professional Development Showcase 4
Learn how Rutgers’ online certificate training programs can boost marketability for individuals and organizations through professional skills development. Center for Continuing Professional Development CAVM1-143

Creative Play Center 6
Build your innovation skills by creating art and sculptures. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-562

Cupcakes on Display 6
Take a selfie with a giant “R” made of 2,500 freshly baked mini cupcakes, and snag a sweet snack while they last. Dining Services CAVM1-114

Discover the Chinese Zodiac 7
Dragon? Tiger? Monkey? Find out which animal corresponds to your birth year and learn your lucky signs, colors, personality traits, and love compatibility. Rutgers China Office CAVM2-433

Dramatic Play Center 6
Act and imagine with puppets you make yourself, and learn how play builds social skills. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-560

Economics in Action 9
Money talks! Forecast the 2017 economy, test your economic literacy, and bean your (least) favorite economist. Find out what professors and honors students are up to. Department of Economics CAVM1-358

Explore Rutgers History 4
Explore Rutgers history and play a trivia scavenger hunt to win a prize. Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-58

Face Painting 6
Become a living work of art! Choose from butterflies, dinosaurs, “R” for Rutgers, and many more designs. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVM1-392

Finding EOF 6
Play a bean bag toss game (and choose a prize from the treasure chest) or get a fish tattoo. Learn about a program that gives promising students the opportunity for a Rutgers education. Educational Opportunity Fund Program CAVM2-24

Fromage Frenzy 7
Challenge your palate at our French cheesetasting test, and try to win a “French at Rutgers” t-shirt. Department of French CAVM2-22

Global Poetry Café 6
Hear the beauty of language first-hand as faculty and students recite poetry in different languages from around the world. GAIA Centers, Dept. of African, Middle Eastern and South Asian Languages and Literatures, Dept. of Asian Languages and Cultures, and Dept. of French, Dept. of Italian, Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese & the Modern Greek Studies Program CAVM2-626

Global Suncatchers 6
Capture the beauty of the world in a craft project, while learning about study abroad opportunities and picking up some international trivia. Center for Global Education, Centers for Global Advancement and International Affairs CAVM2-274

Globalize Your Senses! 7
Experience a world of sensation—sight, smell, touch, taste, and sound—through globally themed activities. Center for Global Services, Global Advancement and International Affairs CAVM2-391

Green Screen Getaway 6
Voorhees Hall, room 105 Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CAVM1-382

Health and Wellness 5
Play games, ask questions, and learn about health and wellness services provided to the Rutgers community. Health Outreach, Promotion and Education (HOPE) and Rutgers Recreation CAVM3-72

Honors College: Curiosity. Knowledge. Purpose. 8
Explore the Honors College and its mission of “Curiosity. Knowledge. Purpose.” Through an interactive puzzle that highlights life at the Honors College, we invite visitors to consider how they might use their own creativity and knowledge to make positive change in the world. Tours of the building will be offered just a few steps away. Honors College at Rutgers—New Brunswick CAVM3-428

How Bright Is Your Future? 7
Career exploration for kids and adults: check out coloring pages, a photo backdrop, and other inspirational ways to start thinking about career pathways. University Career Services CAVM3-511

Imagination in Action: Expressive Arts 4-H 8
Explore hands-on art activities and admire the creativity of our young artists and performers. Learn about volunteer opportunities with 4-H. Expressive Arts 4-H Program CAVM1-159

Information Protection and Security Resource Table 6
Secure your computing environment and understand the latest cybersecurity trends, with tips from Rutgers experts. Office of Information Technology, Information Protection and Security CAVM1-152

Inside Kappa Sigma: Rutgers Study Room Dedication 6
Kappa Sigma Fraternity House, 14 Union Street Join the brothers for the reveal of their new study space, and a sneak peek at life in a fraternity house. Everyone welcome! Kappa Sigma Fraternity CAVM1-475

Italian Creative Genius 7
Appear in iconic Italian film scenes, or take a photo in Venice. Learn about Italian cinema, monuments, and favorite foods (like—surprise!—Nutella). Department of Italian and Rutgers Italian Club CAVM2-183

Jeopardy with SC&I 7
Choose a category and prize level. Stumped by the question? Try again or get a consolation prize. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-334

Kids! Meet Your Match 7
Just right for the 12 and under crowd: match questions with pictures to win a goodie bag. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-335

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Make and Take a Sparkle Story
Kids can make and take a sparkle story and create fun works of art to go with their favorite story. Department of Learning and Teaching, Rutgers Center for Literacy Development CAVM3-19

Make Colorful Art Prints with Brodsky Center
Zimmerli Art Museum
Draw and color a custom printing plate, add water, and print! Take your plate with you to get creative at home. Brodsky Center CAVZ-248

Make Your Own Rutgers Day Diploma
Are you a future Scarlet Knight dreaming of hanging a Rutgers diploma on your wall one day? Decorate your own Rutgers Day diploma and have your "graduation" photo taken. Office of Undergraduate Admissions CAVM3-129

Marathon Reading of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Listen—or take a turn—as literature lovers of all ages stage a continuous reading of Roald Dahl’s beloved tale. Department of English CAVM3-210

New Jersey’s "Rock" Stars
Hunt dinosaurs, rocks, and minerals to unravel the history of New Jersey through hands-on educational activities. Geology Museum CAVM1-121

Off-Campus Living: Trivia Wheel and Prizes
Are you a Hub City hero? Test your knowledge about our hometown, New Brunswick. Off-Campus Living and Community Partnerships CAVM1-536

Philosophy Café
Match wits in chess games, logic puzzles, and philosophic discussions over coffee or lemonade. Plus puzzles and cut-out play for kids. Department of Philosophy, Center for Philosophy of Religion, Rutgers University Philosophy Club, Phi Sigma Tau-Philosophy Honors Society, and Arete-Rutgers Philosophy Journal CAVM3-142

Puppet Stories
Join us for live puppet shows at 10:30 a.m., 12 p.m., and 1:30 p.m. Stick around afterward to create your own puppet character. Department of English CAVM1-207

R Garden
Visit our interactive art installation made of block R sculptures decorated by various departments, and then decorate your own R! Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-59

Regional Best-Sellers from Rutgers University Press
Browse books about our great state and surrounding region, and take a chance to win $100 worth of books. Rutgers University Press CAVM2-195

RU Bilingual?
You don’t have to speak Spanish to enjoy the games, music, crafts, and dances of the Spanish-speaking community. Department of Spanish and Portuguese CAVM2-461

RU Money Smart?
How well do you deal with finance? Simple games plus tips on financial wellness and answers about financial aid. Office of Financial Aid CAVM2-294

RU-1st Initiative
Talk with our members to learn more about this initiative. Student Access and Educational Equity CAVM2-249

Rutgers Around the World
Watch short videos detailing what Rutgers faculty, staff, students and alumni are doing in countries all over the globe. Centers for Global Advancement and International Affairs CAVM2-625

Rutgers Athletics: Scarlet Station
Mingle with Rutgers student-athletes. Meet the Scarlet Knight. Get a tattoo or have your face painted. Pick up schedule posters, ticket info, and Scarlet swag, too! Rutgers Athletics CAVM3-400

Rutgers Environmental Services
Helping to lead Rutgers to a sustainable future! Rutgers Environmental Services CAVM1-633

Rutgers Future Scholars dReam Team
Meet students supporting other students—including our Rutgers Future Scholars, promising high schoolers from our host communities—in achieving a goal-oriented future. Rutgers Future Scholars dReam Team CAVM2-419

Rutgers Magazine
Appeal on the cover of Rutgers Magazine via various fun cut-outs. Meet the editor and art director and get free copies of current and past issues. Department of University Communications and Marketing CAVM2-136

Saint Peter’s Free Health Screening
Visit our Community Mobile Health Unit for free blood pressure and blood sugar screenings, plus other health information. Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-610

Saint Peter’s Teddy Bear Clinic
Kids, bring your teddy bear and play doctor. Parents, a pediatrician will answer your questions. Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-609

SC&I Impact
See our school in action! Share your stories, admire our alumni wall, and take home new inspiration. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-337

Short-Film Showcase
Milledoler Hall, room 100
Come watch two animated short films made by the Rutgers Animation Club. Rutgers Animation Club CAVM3-254

Social Media Photo Contest and YouTube Video
You’re a star! Snap and post your photo or video and earn a shot at winning an instant camera. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-338

The Yard @ College Avenue
Check out The Yard, a unique college-community space at the foot of College Avenue. This new “front porch” for Rutgers combines living, shopping, and dining with an open-to-everyone outdoor space. So grab some grub from New Brunswick’s tastiest new eateries and take a break in The Yard.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers on Parade

At 10:30 a.m., be sure to see the Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade make its way from the College Avenue Gym toward Old Queens. Cheer on the Old Guard as they join new alumni along with the North Brunswick High School Raider Marching Band, Rutgers Marching Scarlet Knights, Rutgers cheerleaders, and, of course, the Scarlet Knight mascot. See Rutgers history come to life with the appearance of characters from our revolutionary past.

Social Work and Social Justice: What Do You Stand For?  
Make a button to represent what you stand for. School of Social Work  CAVM2-87

Step into Chinese Opera!  
Dress up as a Chinese opera star, learn about the culture, and meet Chinese opera artist Yonghong Jia. Confucius Institute of Rutgers University  CAVM2-25

Still Life Drawing  
Create your own artistic interpretation of our Rutgers still life tableau. Department of Visual Arts  CAVM3-374

Tent of Big Ideas  
The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school. Don’t miss short, thought-provoking presentations by distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences. Pick up a passport, collect stamps from the school’s programs, and win a bag. School of Arts and Sciences  CAVM1-88

The Building Blocks of Ethics and Compliance  
How many blocks can you remove before the tower comes crashing down? Giveaways for those who stack up! Office of Enterprise Risk Management, Ethics, and Compliance  CAVM2-287

The Clothesline Project  
View more than 400 T-shirts designed by members of the Rutgers community to honor victims of interpersonal violence. Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance  CAVM3-20

University Commencement and Shout-Out Videos  
Murray Hall, room 115
Graduating students: videotape special messages to friends and family; see them at commencement on the stadium’s video screen. Take a photo in a Rutgers cap and gown. Kids, too! Office of the Secretary  CAVM1-21

Where in the World?  
Not one but two games to test your international know-how. Find out where Rutgers’ Global Ambassadors have gone to study abroad. RU Global Network  CAVM2-307

World of Languages  
Learn a new language and/or cultivate and practice your language skills with faculty and students from various units, language departments, and student organizations. GAIA Centers, Dept. of African, Middle Eastern and South Asian Languages and Literatures, Dept. of Asian Languages and Cultures, Dept. of Jewish Studies, Dept. of Spanish and Portuguese, Modern Greek Studies Program & the Hindi-Urdu Language and Culture Club  CAVM2-624

Voorhees Mall Area  
Programs listed by start time
11 a.m.
RU-tv Live at The Yard  
The Yard
Stop by The Yard, our brand-new “front porch” for the College Avenue Campus, to see broadcasters in action. You might even get an on-air appearance! RU-tv  CAVM1-350

11 a.m.
Rutgers Children’s Choir: Chorale and Choristers  
Zimmerli Art Museum
Enjoy a choral music performance by talented young singers of this Rutgers vocal training program. Zimmerli Art Museum and Mason Gross Extension Division  CAVZ-425

12 p.m. – 12:45 p.m.
Chamber Music of Mason Gross  
Zimmerli Art Museum
Young Artist Program and Adult Chamber Music Program ensembles, under the direction of Dr. Allison Brewster Franzetti, will perform selections from the Baroque through the modern eras. Zimmerli Art Museum and Mason Gross Extension Division  CAVZ-425

12 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.
Storytime at the Museum  
Zimmerli Art Museum
Admire the original artwork of How Fletcher Was Hatched and The Knobby Boys to the Rescue while enjoying lively readings of these classic children’s books. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum  CAVZ-397

1:30 p.m.
New Developments in New Brunswick and on the New Brunswick Campus  
Rutgers Academic Building, room 2225
Hear about what’s happening in New Brunswick and on the New Brunswick campus from leaders in their fields. Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy

2 p.m. – 3 p.m.
Class of 1967 Plaza: Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony and Reception  
Rutgers Academic Building Plaza
Join us to unveil and dedicate the Class of 1967 Plaza at the Rutgers Academic Building—the class’s 50th anniversary gift to Rutgers. Rutgers University Foundation, Department of Milestone Campaigns  CAVZ-134

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt  🧡, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).